
QUEER LADY MAGICIAN: Content Warnings [SPOILERS] 
 

 

Topic Description Starting Lines/Moments 

Sleaziness The Assistant (Bradley) is generally a sleazy misogynist/racist creep. His 
creepiness is generally directed towards The Magician or Dancer, or 
towards the audience in general, but not to individual audience members. 

From the start of the show 

Mild audience participation The Assistant will ask an audience member for their name but will 
mangle/ignore it. 

Soon after he appears and claims to 
be able to read minds 

Sharp objects, dismemberment The Assistant shows off large blades and talks about the Sawing A Woman 
in Half illusion 

"You see that box over there?" 

Racism, xenophobia, transphobia, 
misogyny, misgendering 

A quickchange sequence takes place in Airport Security. Based on their 
outfits, The Magician gets prejudiced comments on their identity. 

After grandfather story ("all my 
papers checked off") - a scanner (a 
box with X-ray print curtains) is 
wheeled on stage 

Food & drink The Customs agent snacks on chips in between quickchange outfits. During quickchange 

(Not really) audience participation Teenage Magician asks for an audience volunteer for their third magic trick 
(a card trick). They're not actually going to use the volunteer so it's not 
expected that someone will actually volunteer. 

After rope/yarn trick fails & Teen 
Magician starts on card trick 

School bullying Teenage Magician fails at their class magic show. The teacher & classmates 
laugh at them and mock them. 

Cards fall from Teen Magician's hands 
- voiceover plays "You can't do 
magic!..." 

Food/Drink, mild audience 
participation 

Non-alcoholic ginger beer is distributed to audience members on request. A 
trick happens with an audience member selected based on the drinks. 

Halfway through Blake story - 
gameshow music plays 



Emotional Abuse A story & dance number about an emotionally abusive relationship, with 
descriptions of emotional violence & manipulation. 

"Did my ex have something to do 
with it?" - sound effect of a train & 
station announcement 

Audience participation The Magician tells the story of the Bullet Catch and leads the audience into 
a sing-song repetitive statement. They will also ask an audience member to 
volunteer to "shoot" them with fingerguns. The audience member stays in 
their seat. 

"Let me tell you about Chung Ling 
Soo" 

Gun Violence The Magician tells the story of the Bullet Catch and performs it with 
NON-FUNCTIONING but REALISTIC bullets. Close to the end of the story, The 
Assistant appears with a physical (NON-FUNCTIONING) gun. 

"Let me tell you about Chung Ling 
Soo" 

Emotional Abuse The Assistant says horrible things to The Magician, breaking their psyche. 
Towards the end a voiceover of horrible statements from Teacher, 
Classmate, Assistant, Ex, and Magician play overhead. 

Soon after Assistant interrupts 
Magician's story with gun - "I got this" 

Major Character Death, Sudden 
Sound 

The Magician is shot by the Assistant, who then shoves blades in the box. After the voiceover - "Why try 
something if you're just going to fail". 
Sound effect of gunshot 

Misogyny, racism The Assistant, having taken control of the stage, makes disparaging 
comments about The Magician's gender and race. 

Very soon after the Magician is killed 
- "YES I AM THE INCREDIBLE..." 

Shackles/bondage, (not really) 
audience participation 

The Dancer is locked into shackles. The Assistant tries to get audience 
members to help but won't pursue it. 

Assistant displays metal chains & 
padlocks 

Major Character Resurrection, 
Surprise 

The Magician appears out of nowhere, alive and (sort of) well. After "NO ONE CAN DEFY ME!!!" 

Major Character Death The Assistant is tied & gagged, then put in the box and sliced. "Oh shut up, I regret hiring you. 
You're the weakest link, goodbye" 

Food/Drink The Dancer brings out ginger beer for herself & The Magician. "Here, let me get you something" 



Bondage A short rope trick is performed. Start of The Magician's end show 

Condoms, menstruation A Cups & Balls act involving condoms & menstrual cups. Felt balls are used 
to signify blood & there's some discussion of blood. 

Second act in Magician's end show 

Audience participation An audience volunteer is asked to come and participate in a card trick. This 
involves the volunteer shuffling a deck of cards, picking a card, signing it, 
and placing it back into the deck. Ideally the volunteer can come up on 
stage, but this can be done at their seat if needed. 

Third/final act in Magician's end show 

Death/bleeding The Magician opens up the box to retrieve a card from the dead Assistant 
bound and gagged. 

The Magician can't find the 
volunteer's card & wonders where it 
went 

 


